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This paper is concerned with the Fitting height of a finite solvable group 
G admitting an automorphism group P of prime order, p, such that p,j’]G] 
and C,(P) is abelian. If C,(P) = 1, Thompson has shown that G is nilpotent, 
i.e., of Fitting height 1, even when the solvability of G is not part of the 
hypothesis (71. On the other hand, Kurzweil has shown that if C,(P) is 
nilpotent (but not necessarily abelian), then the Fitting height of G is at most 
3 ]6], With our intermediate assumption that C,(P) is abelian, we show here 
that the Fitting height of G is at most 2. 
If G is a solvable group, Iet F(G) be the Fitting subgroup of G, andf(G) 
be the Fitting height of G. For a listing of easily proved, useful facts about 
f(G), see reference 12,II.l. 1, II. 1.21. 
We shall prove: 
THEOREM A. Suppose G is a finite solvable group and P is a group of 
prime order, p, acting on G such that pk\G\ and C,(P) is abelian. Then 
f (G> < 2. 
We first show Theorem A is equivalent o: 
THEOREM B. Suppose H is a finite solvable group and P is a group of 
prime order, p, acting on H such that p%iHj and C,(P) is abelian. Suppose 
further that F is afinite-dimensionaLfaithful kHP-module, where k is afinite 
field of characteristic r, r # p, O,(H) = 1, and C,(P) acts trivially on C,(P). 
Then H is nilpotent. 
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First we show Theorem A implies Theorem B: 
Assume H, P, F, and k satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B. Let G = FH, 
the semidirect product. It is easily established that G and P satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem A, which we are assuming is correct. ThusS(FH) = 
f(G) < 2. Since O,(H) = I and G/F E H, O,(G) = F. Let C = C,(F) u G. 
Then C/F acts faithfully on F since G/F r H does. But C/F acts trivially on 
F by definition of C; so C = F. Suppose s # r. Then [O,(G), F] = 
[O,(G), O,(G)] = 1, and O,(G) < C, implying O,(G) = 1. Thus O,.(G) = 
F(G); i.e., F is the Fitting subgroup of G. Since f(G) < 2, f(G/F) = 1 
[ 2, II. 1.11; so H z G/F is nilpotent, establishing Theorem B. 
We have seen that if H, P, F, and k satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B, 
F(FH) = F. Thus if H is not nilpotent,f(H) > 1 andf(FH) =f(H) + 1 > 2. 
Therefore, if H, P, F, and k constitute a counterexample to Theorem B, then 
G = FH and P constitute a counterexample to Theorem A. 
Now we show Theorem B implies Theorem A: 
Consider a counterexample G, P to Theorem A that is minimal with 
respect to IG]. Thus, f(G) > 2. If N is a nontrivial normal P-invariant 
subgroup of G, C,,(P) r C,(P) N/N is abelian (4, 6.2.21. Then G/N and P 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A, and by minimality of 1 G I,f(G/N) < 2. 
In particular, since F(G) > 1 in a solvable group for G > 1, f(G/F(G)) < 2; 
sof(G)<2+ 1 [4,p.218]. Thusf(G)=3. 
Next we show IF(G)/ has onIy one prime factor. For if O,(G) # 1, 
~(G/O*(G)) < 2, as shown above. If s # r and O,(G) f I, G, being 
isomo~hi~ to a subgroup of (G/O~(G)) x (G/O~(G)), is of Fitting height 
< 2, since ~((G/O~(G)) x KWW)) = max(~(G/O~(G)), ~(G/O~(G))) R 
II. 1.1, II. 1.21. Thus O,(G) # 1 for exactly one prime r, and F(G) = O,(G). 
Thus O,(G,‘F(G)) = 1. 
Now consider the Frattini subgroup 4(G). Since F(G/$(G)) = F(G)/#(G) 
14, 6.1.61, (G/#(G))/F(G/#(G)) z G/F(G). Thus .f(G/#(G)) =f(G) = 3. BY 
minimality of IG], g(G) = 1. But #(F(G)) < g)(G) [2, 11.1.3.1; so @(F(G)) = 1; 
i.e., F(G) is an elementary abelian r-group [4,5.1.3]. 
Now consider the semidirect product GP. Clearly F(G) < F(GP), since 
F(G) char G u GP implies F(G) (I GP. If P centralizes F(G), then 
F(G) < C,(P), which is abelian by hypothesis. But then C,(P) < 
C&F(G)) = F(G) !4,6.1.3]; so C,(P) = F(G). This implies CGf&P) = I 
and G/F(G) is nilpotent (71, contradicting the fact that f(G) = 3. Thus P 
cannot centralize F(G); so P 4 F(GP). Thus F(GP) is a @-group and must 
be contained in G. This implies F(GP) = F(G). Thus C,,(F(GP)) = F(GP) 
[4, 6. I.31 and the semidirect product (G/F(G)) P z GP/.F’(GP) acts faithfully 
on F(GP) = F(G). 
Now set k = F,., the field of r elements. With H = G/F(G), P, F = F(G), 
and k = F, we have a counterexample to Theorem B. Thus Theorem B 
implies Theorem A. 
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Now we look further at a counterexample G, P to Theorem A such that 
/Cl is minimal. We have just seen that H = G/F(G), P, F = F(G), k = F, 
constitute a counterexample to Theorem B. A counterexample of the form 
H,, P, F,, k to Theorem B, as remarked above, yields a counterexample 
F, H,, P to Theorem A, where (F, Z-Z, ] > 1 G( by minimality of ( GI. Since 
/G1=IFHI=(FIIHI,lF,)(H,I~IFIIHI.ThusifwefixkandPinthecoun- 
terexample H, P, F, k we see that IFI I HI is minimal in this counterexample. 
For the moment we also fix F and study the structure of H. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose N is a P-invariant proper subgroup of H. Let 
M = F(H) 
(a) If O,(N) = 1, then N is nilpotent. 
(b) If N a H, then N is nilpotent and N < F(H). 
(c) M is the unique subgroup of H maximal with respect to being a P- 
invariant proper normal subgroup of H. 
(d) H/M is an elementary abelian, P-irreducible group. 
Proof (a) N, P, F, and k satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B, with 
IFI INI < IFI IHI. Thus N is nilpotent by minimality of IFI IHI. 
(b) O,(N) char N a H implies O,(N) a H; so O,(N) = 1 since 
O,.(H) = 1. Then N is nilpotent by (a) and, being normal, is contained in 
F(H). 
(c) Since H is not nilpotent, M = F(H) is itself a proper P-invariant 
normal subgroup of H and contains all other such by (b). 
(d) H/M is characterstically simple by (c), and elementary abelian since 
it is solvable [4, 2.1.41. Thus any subgroup of H containing M is normal in 
H; so M is maximal with respect o being a proper P-invariant subgroup of 
H and H/M is P-irreducible. 
Let t be the prime such that H/M is an elementary abelian t-group. Then 
there exists a P-invariant Sylow t-subgroup, T, of H [4, 6.2.21, and H = MT. 
Note that if t = r, then O,(H) = O,(H) = 1; so M f7 T = F(H) f3 T = 1 and 
H = MT is a semidirect product, with T E H/M, T a P-irreducible subgroup. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a prime s not equal to t or r such that H is s- 
closed. Let S = O,(H), the unique Sylow s-subgroup of H. Then also 
(a) H=ST. 
(b) S is a special s-group. 
(c) TP acts irreducibly on S/S’. 
(d) S’ ,< Z(H). 
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Proof: Since H is not nilpotent, there exists a prime s # t such that 
[O,(H), T] # 1. O,(H) = 1 implies s f r. If t f r, 0,(0,(H) T) = 1. If t = r, 
we know T is P-irreducible; so 0,(0,(H) T) = I or T. The latter is 
impossible since [O,(H), TJ # 1; so 0,(0,(H) 5’) = 1 whether or not t = r. 
By Lemma l(a), since O,(H) T is not nilpotent, it is not a proper subgroup 
of H; i.e., H = O,(H) T. Thus H is s-closed and, setting S = O,(H), (a) is 
established. 
Now suppose S, is a TP-invariant proper normal subgroup of S. If t # r, 
O,(S,T) = 1 since r.j’]S,TI. If t = r, O,(S, 7’) = 1 or T since T is P- 
irreducible in this case. Now O,(S, T) = 1 implies S, T is nilpotent by 
Lemma l(a), so [S,, T] = 1, while O,(S, 7’) = T implies (S,, T] = 1 directly. 
Thus T centralizes any proper normal TP-invariant subgroup of S; so S is a 
special s-group, with TP acting irreducibly on the elementary abelian group 
S/S’ (4,5.3.7]. Also, T centralizes the elementary abelian group S’, which is 
equal to Z(S) if S is nonabelian; so S’ ,< Z(ST) = Z(H). Thus (b), (c), and 
(d) have been established. 
LEMMA 3. (a) [H/M, P] = 1 or H/M. 
(b) If [H/M,P]=l, then ]H/MI=t, [T,P]=l and T=C,(P) is 
cyclic. 
Proof: By Lemma l(d), since [H/M, P] is P-invariant, [H/M, P] = 1 or 
H/M and (a) is established. If [H/M, P] = 1, every subgroup of H/M is P- 
invariant; so H/~ is of prime order, f, by Lemma l(d) again. Then H/M= 
&,,,,(P) = C,(P) ~/~ [4,6.2.2]; so H = ECU = M(C,(P) x C,(P)), 
since S (1 H implies C,(P) is the Sylow s-subgroup of the abelian group 
C,(P). Thus H = MC,(P). Choose x E C,(P) such that x & M. If x E C,(S), 
since 1 H/MI = t and M n C,(P) centralizes S, C,(P) centralizes S; this is 
impossible, for H = MC,(P) is not nilpotent and the unique Sylow t- 
subgroup of M centralizes S. Thus S(x) is not nilpotent. If t = r, T?z H/M 
of order t; so {x) is of prime order and O,(S(x)) = 1, since otherwise 
O@(x)) = (x) and [S, (x}] = 1, a contradiction. If t # r, O,(S{x)) = 1 since 
r,j’/S{x>l. Thus by Lemma l(a), H = S(x); i.e., T= C,(P) = {x), cyclic, 
establishing (b). 
Recall now that H = G/F(G), where G, P is a counterexample to 
Theorem A with I G/ minimal, and F(G) = F(GP). It can be established by a 
well-known argument of Kovacs and Wall that F(GP) is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of GP [S, Lemma 21. Then F(G) is an irreducible 
F,(G/F’(G)) P-module; i.e., F is an irreducible kHP-module, in the language 
of Theorem B. This fact was purposely omitted and the weaker hypothesis 
O,(H) = 1 included in Theorem B to facilitate induction arguments in 
Lemmas l-3 to determine the structure of H. Thus we have waited until now 
to state: 
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LEMMA 4. F is an irreducible kHP-module. 
Now let E be a finite field containing k = F, that is a splitting field for 
every subgroup of HP [ 1, (70.24)]. Consider the EHP-module F @ &. This 
module is a sum of algebraically conjugate irreducible EHP-modules, all of 
which are faithful since F @ & is [ 1, (70.15)]. Note that CFo#) = 
C,(P) @ ,& Let F be one of these faithful EHP-irreducible summands of 
F @ & Then H, P, F, and E constitute a counterexample to Theorem B; we 
shall eventually prove Theorem B by disproving the existence of this coun- 
terexample. For convenience we use additive notation when referring to I? 
LEMMA 5. F cannot be obtained by induction from a kH-module. In 
particular, F is a homogeneous kH-module. 
Proof. Suppose V is a &H-module such that P is induced from V. Then if 
z is a generator for P, F= V 0 V’ @ ... @ V”-‘. Then CAP) = 
(u + uz + **a + uzp-’ 1 u E V}. We know C,(P) # 1 since H is not nilpotent. 
Choose x E C,(P), x # 1. Then x centralizes Cd,(P) by hypothesis. But x 
centralizes P also; so u + uz + . . . + #P-I = ux + p + . . . $ #p-‘X = 
ux + 0x2 + . . . + pP-‘* Since x E H, vX E V, so VX” E V”, 0 < i < p. 
Therefore, II” = u”~, 0 < i < p. Thus x centralizes V”, 0 < i < p, implying x 
centralizes i? This contradicts the faithfulness of HP on F. Thus F is not 
induced from any EH-module. 
Now consider F as a EH-module. Since H 4 HP and H is a maximal 
subgroup of HP, by Clifford’s Theorem the stabilizer of a Wedderburn 
component W of F with respect o H is equal to H or HP [4,3.4.1]. But if 
the stabilizer is equal to H, F is induced as a &HP-module from the kH- 
module W. Since this is impossible, the stabilizer must equal HP; so the 
irreducible EHP-module F must equal W, a homogeneous kti-module. 
LEMMA 6. Z(H) is cyclic and acts as scalars on F. Therefore, if S is 
nonabelian, it is extra-special of order szf”, f > 1. 
Proof: By Lemma 5, F is a sum of isomorphic irreducible &?modules, 
which must be faithful since F is faithful as a &HP- or EH-module. 
Therefore, Z(H) is cyclic and acts as scalars on F [4, 3.2.1, 3.2.21. Now if S 
is nonabelian, it is special and Z(S) = S’ <Z(H) by Lemma 2(b) and (d). 
Since Z(S) is elementary abelian and a subgroup of a cyclic group, it is of 
order s and S is extra-special and of order szf+‘, f > 1 14, 5.3.7, or 5.21. 
LEMMA 7. If S is extra-special, then 
(a) Z(S) < Z(HP), 
(b) Z(S) Q C,(P), 
(c) CAP) = 0. 
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Pro08 Z(S) ,< Z(H), which acts as scalars on F; so Z(S) does also. 
Thus [Z(S), HP] acts trivially on E By faithfulness of HP on F, 
Z(S)<Z(HP), which of course implies Z(S) 4 C,(P). Then Z(S) 
centralizes C,(P). But if C4F) # 0, the fact that Z(S) acts as scalars on F 
implies Z(S) centralizes F, contradicting faithfulness of HP on E Thus 
CAP) = 0 and the Lemma has been proved. 
We now have use for the following genera1 lemma about representations of
certain Frobenius groups. It can be proved by slightly modifying the proofs 
of Lemmas 1.2.5(2), 1.2.6(2) in reference [2], 
LEMMA 8. Let A = BQ be a Frobenius group with abelian kernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q. Suppose A acts irreducibly a&faithfully on 
an elementary abelian u-group, U, where ~$1 A 1. Then / C,?(Q)\ = 1 V]““. 
LEMMA 9. If S is extra-special, then [H/MT PI = 1; $0 T = C,(P) and is 
cyclic, as seen in Lemma 3b). 
Proof: If S is extra-special, 4(S) = S’ = Z(S)+ By Lemma 7(b), 
Z(S) < C,(P). Thus S’ G C,(P), which must then be a normal subgroup of 
S, Therefore, [C,(P), S] < C,(P), implying [C,(P), S, P] = 1. Clearly, 
[P, C,(P), q = 1; so by the Three Subgroups Lemma [4, 2.2.31, 
[S, P, C,(P)] = 1. Thus [[S, P], C,(P)] = I. But [C,(P), C,(P)] = 1 by 
hypothesis, and S = IS, P] C,(P) [4,5.X5]. Therefore, [S, C,(P)] = 1; i.e., 
C,(P) < Z(S). Hence C,(P) = Z(S) = #(S), and P must act axed-joint-freely 
on S&(S). 
Let T denote ~/~~(~). Then T= r/m MS MT/M = H/M, an abelian 
group. But since O,(H) centralizes S and therefore also S/#(S), T acts on 
S/#(S). Consider the semidirect product (S/@(S))[TY P]. P acts lixed-point- 
freely on this group because T is abelian [4, 5.2.31. Thus the semidirect 
product is nilpotent and, therefore, a direct product. But if [T, P] centralizes 
S/#(S), it centralizes S by Burnside’s Theorem [4,5.1.4]. Since O,(H) 
centralizes S, so does [r, P]. But C,(S), a normal, nilpotent subgroup of H, 
is contained in M= F(H); so IT, Pf GM. Since [M, P] GM also, 
[H, PJ < M. Thus [H/MY P] = 1, establishing the Lemma. 
LEMMA 10. If S is extra-special, then 
(a)s = 2; so IS] = 22f+‘, some f > 1. 
(b) p = 2f + 1, a Fermat prime. 
(cl WW,W) = W9. 
Proo$ Z(S) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of S; it is contained 
in every nontrivial normal subgroup of S. Also, Z(S) acts nontrivially as 
scalars on E Thus S must act faithfully on any &S-submodute of p9 since the 
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kernef of any nonfaithfu1 representation of 5’ must contain Z(S). Suppose W 
is an irreducible ES&module contained in E Then S acts faithfully on W 
and C,(P) = 0 since C,-(P) = 0 by Lemma 7(c). If W is induced as a k;SP- 
module from a /&-module W,, let w be any nonzero element of W, and z 
any nontrivial element of P. Then 0 # w f wz -t +.a + w”‘-’ E C,(P) = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus W is not induced from a &module. Since S is a 
maximal normal subgroup of SP, W is homogeneous as a &$-module. This 
situation has been analyzed, among other places, in reference [2]. It can be 
shown that W is actually an irreduiible &S-module [2, 1.2.31; here the fact 
that R is a splitting field for all subgroups of SP is used. Furthermore, the 
fact that C,(P) = 0 implies that there exists an E = fl such that 
F + (l/p)@-- E) = 0 [3, Corollary 61. This implies E = -1 and p = sf + 1. 
Since p is prime and f > 1, s= 2 and ]S] = 22f+‘, while p= 2f + 1 is a 
Fermat prime. Such analysis pervades the study of fixed-point-free 
automorphism groups. Thus (a) and (b) are established. 
Since S/Z(S) is P-irreducible by Lemma 2, [S/Z(S), i”‘] =s 1 or S/Z(S). 
But T centralizes Z(S) and not S; so [S/Z(S), T] # 1 f4, 53.21. Thus 
c s,zcs,(T) = 1; so C,(T) = Z(S) 1’4. 52.31. Since O,(H) centralizes S, 
C,( ~/O~(~)) = Z(S), establishing (c), 
We now establish that S cannot be extra-special and is, therefore, 
elementary abelian, by proving a more general result about automorphisms 
of extra-special 2-groups. Denote by D and Q, respectively, the dihedral and 
quaternion groups of order 8. Denote central product by juxtaposition 
[4,2.5]. 
LEMMA C. Suppose E is an extra-special 2-group of order 2’m’ ’ and U 
is a group of odd prime order, u, acting on E with C,(U) = Z(E). Then 
1ci(2~ - (-l)“-k), where E is isomorphic to DkQmpk, k=O or 1. 
ProoJ: It is well known that E zL~‘Q~-~, k= 0 or 1 14, 5.5.21. 
Furthermore, in the proof referred to it is established that the number of 
distinct cyclic subgroups of order 4 in E is (1/2)(22m - (-2)m) if k -0 and 
(l/2)(2’” + (-2)“) if k = 1. It is easy to see that the number of such cyclic 
subgroups in E is then (l/2)(2’” - (-l)m-k 2”). Since each cyclic subgroup 
of order 4 contains 2 elements of order 4 and distinct cyclic subgroups of 
order 4 have no element of order 4 in common, there are 
2”” - (-l)“-k 2” = 2m(2m - (-l)“-k) elements of order 4 in E. 
Now C,(U) = Z(E) contains no element of order 4. Thus U permutes the 
elements of E of order 4, without fixing any, in orbits of length U. Thus 
u 1 2m(2m - (-l)“-k). Thus u / (2” - (-l)“-k), establishing Lemma C. 
LEMMA 11. S cannot be extra-special. 
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ProoJ: By Lemma 10, p = 2’+ I, a Fermat prime, where IS( = 2”+ I. 
Now Z(S) < C,(P) by Lemma 7(b). The proof that C,(P) < Z(S) used to 
establish Lemma 9 is valid; the result led to a contradiction in that context 
because of the assumption that [H/M, P] = ZZ/M. Thus Z(S) = C,(P), and 
by LemmaC, ~/(2~-(-l)f-~). Since ~=2~+ I, clearly 21-(-l)‘-k= 
2f+ I = p. But ~/O~(H), a cyclic group of order f by Lemma 9, also acts on 
S with fixed-point subgroup Z(S) by Lemma 10(c). Thus by Lemma C, 
tI(2f- (-l)+“); i.e., t Ip, an obvious impossibility. 
Thus S is an elementary abelian s-group by Lemma 2(b) and Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 12. (a) F considered as a ~~-~od~~e is not ~o~ogeneo~s. 
(b) F as an irreducible kHP-module is induced from an irreducible 
kMP-module. 
ProoJ: Since S is elementary abelian and a Sylow s-subgroup of 
M = F(H), a nilpotent group, S < Z(M). If P is homogeneous as a kM- 
module, then S acts as scalars on Z? But then IS, HP1 acts trivially on Z? 
Since HP is faithful on F, [.S, HP] = 1. In particular, [S, T] = 1, 
contradicting the assumption that H = ST is not nilpotent. Thus (a) has been 
proved. 
Now M char H u HP implies M (1 HP; so Clifford’s Theorem can be 
applied to F as a ~~-module. Let Z be the stabilizer of a Wedderburn 
component of P with respect to M. By Lemma 5, F cannot be obtained by 
induction from a kH-module; so I# H, Since induction of modules is tran- 
sitive, Z 4 ZZ [ 1, (38.4)]. Since H = O,,(HP) and Z 4 H, p 1 II). Replacing our 
Wedderburn component by a conjugate if necessary yields P< I. Since 
Z<HP, then Z= (HnZ)P. Since M<Z, M< HnZ< H. Now H/it4 is P- 
irreducible by Lemma 1 (d); so H n Z = M or H. If H f? Z = H, then Z = HP 
and F is a homogeneous Z&4-module, contradicting (a). Thus H nZ= 84, 
Z= MP, and F is induced from an irreducible &VP-module; thus (b) has 
been established. 
LEMMA 13. [H/M, P] = H/M. 
Proof. By Lemma 3(a), it is sufficient to show that [H/M, P] = 1 leads 
to a contradiction. Assume, then, that [H/M, P] = 1. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3(b), 1 H/MI = t, [T; P] = 1, and T= C,(P) is cyclic. Let x be a 
generator for T. Then (~‘10 < i < t} forms a set of coset representatives for 
A4 in H and for MP in HP. Note that [H/M, P] = 1 implies [H, P] GM, so 
[H, MP] <M. Thus MP a HP and no distinction between left and right 
cosets of MP in HP is necessary. 
By Lemma 12, F is induced from an irreducible &VP-module V. Thus 
F= V@ V,@ *-* 0 VI-,, where Vi = Vx’, an irreducible Z&P-module, 
1 < i < t. Therefore, CAP) = C,(P) 0 C,,(P) @ . . I @ Cvt_,(P). 
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Suppose y E C,(P). Then y” E Cvl(P), since x E C,(P). But C,(P) 
centralizes CAP) by hypothesis of Theorem B; so yX = y, and y E C,(P) i7 
C,,(P) < Vn I’, = 0. Thus C,(P) = 0, and, similarly, C,,(P) = 0, 1 < i < f. 
Hence Cd(P) = 0. 
Now [H/M, P] = 1 implies [T, P] = 1, and TP is abelian; so C,(P) is TP- 
invariant. By Lemma 2(c), TP acts irreducibly on S. Thus C,(P) = 1 or S. If 
C,(P) = S, since also C,(P) = T, H = C,(P) is abelian, contrary to 
assumption. Thus C,(P) = 1. But C&P) = 0; so P acts fixed-point-freely on 
FS, implying i?.S is a nilpotent group. But then S acts trivially on F, 
contradicting the faithfulness of HP on E This contradiction establishes 
Lemma 13. 
LEMMA 14. (a) 1 C,(P)1 = s and ISI = f. 
(b) uh G H and h @ M, C,(P)” < [S, P]. 
Proof: By Lemma 13, P acts fixed-point-freely on H/M; (H/M) P is a 
Frobenius group with elementary abehan kernel and complement of order p. 
Since the abelian group S is contained in the center of M, the fact that TP 
acts irreducibly on S implies that (~/M) P acts irreducibly on S. Thus 
C,(H/M) = 1 or S. Since H is not nilpotent, C&Y/M) IfL S; so 
C,(H/M) = 1. Now C,(S) > M, and if C,(S) > M, F(H) > C,(S) > M, 
contradicting M = F(H). Thus C,(S) = M. Thus H/M acts faithfully on S. 
Then by Lemma 8, 1 C,(P)1 = 1 S/“’ > 1. 
Let h, = 1, h, ,..., h, be a set of right coset representatives for M in H and, 
therefore, for MP = PM in HP = PH. Thus N/M = {Mhr,..., Mh,}. Since 
[H/M, P] = H/M, if (z) = P and i # 1, z-‘hiz = xhj, where x E M andj # i. 
Thus hiz = zxhj, where zx E MP. But P as a /&P-module is induced from a 
AMP-module V by Lemma 12(b). Thus P= Y@ VhZ @ &a= @ Vhk. Since V is 
Mp-invariant, ( Vki)z = Vhiz = Vzxhj :: (V’“)“‘j = V? Thus z fixes no Vhf for 
i > I so P permutes the Vhl, i > 1, in orbits of length p. There are then 
(k - 1)/p such orbits. Let W be the direct sum of the p components of one 
such orbit, so that W= V, @ Vi @ ..e @ Vi’-‘, where V, = Vh’ for some 
i> 1. Then C,(P)= jv,+c;+ .f. +v;p-‘/ugE Vo}. Now suppose 
1’ E C,(P), y # 1. (Note C,(P) > 1; so such a y exists.) Then y centralizes 
CAP) by hypothesis. But since each V< is M-invariant, being a Wedderburn 
component of F with respect to M, (u. + u; + . . . + $‘)‘J = 
L$ + @’ + a*. + v~‘~‘~ and 0;’ = vty, 0 < j < p. Since u0 was chosen 
arbitrarily from V,,, y centralizes V;ii, 0 < j < p. Thus y centralizes W. 
Therefore, C,(P) centralizes each of the (k - 1)/p sums of p Wedderburn 
components each. Thus C,(P) centralizes Vh2 @ Vh3 @ -4. @ V’lk. Also, 
C,w(P) centralizes C,(P) by hypothesis. 
Now consider any h E H such that h GG M. Then h-’ E H and h-’ r$ M, 
also. But h-’ = xh, for some i > 1 and some x E M. Thus V*-’ = Vxhf = Vhf; 
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so C,(P), a subgroup of C,(P), centralizes Vh ‘, which implies that C,Y(P)h 
centralizes V. If h EM, C,(P)” = C,(P) centralizes C,(P); thus C,(P) is 
centralized by C,(P)” for all h E H. Thus C,(P)“‘= CS(P)P” = C,(P)” 
centralizes C,(P). But C,(P)” is HP-invariant; since S is HP-irreducible 
and C,(P) > 1, C,(P)” = S. Thus S centralizes C,(P). But CAS) = 0 since 
S Q HP and F is EHP-irreducible and faithful. Therefore, C,(P) = 0. 
Thus SP acts on V with P acting fixed-point-freely on V. Let K be the 
kernel of that action; so (S/K) P acts faithfully on V and S/K is an abelian 
group. This is a situation studied previously by numerous people; in this 
case, necessarily [S/K, P] = 1 [2, 11.2.11. Thus [S, P] <K; i.e., (S, P] acts 
trivially on V. Now C,(P), contained in C,(P), centralizes Vh2 @ ... 0 Vhx 
and HP acts faithfully on F= V@ V”* @ . . + 0 Vhk; so C,(P) acts faithfully 
on V. But V is a homogeneous KM-module and C,(P) < Z(M); so C,(P) is 
cyclic and acts as scalars on V [4, 3.2.21. Since S is elementary abelian, 
1 C,(P)1 = s and since 1 C,(P)1 = 1 S I”P, IS I = sp. Thus (a) is established. 
Note that S = [S, P] x C,(P) (4, 5.2.31 implies that [S, P] is of index s in 
S; so [S, P] <K implies [S, P] = K. Thus for all h E H such that h & il4, the 
fact that C,(P)” centralizes V implies C,(P)h < [S, P], establishing the 
Lemma. 
LEMMA 15. S = M and O,(H) = 1. 
Proof: Suppose O,(H) # 1. Thus M = F(H) = O,(H) x O,(H) = S x 
O,(H) > S. Consider Z(T) > 1. O,(H) 4 T; so O,(H)n Z(T) > 1. Thus 
MnZ(T)> 1. Now Z(M)=SxZ(O,(H))>O,(H)nZ(T)=MnZ(T). 
Since H = MT and M n Z(T) < Z(M) n Z(T), M n Z(T) < Z(H). Then by 
Lemma 6, Mn Z(T) acts as scalars on E Thus Mn Z(T) < Z(HP), since 
HP acts faithfully on E In particular, M n Z(T) < C,(P), and therefore acts 
trivially on CAP). If CAP) > 0, Mn Z(T) then acts trivially on F, 
contradicting the faithfulness of F since M n Z(T) > 1. But if CAP) = 0, 
since P acts fixed-point-freely on [S, P], [S, P] centralizes F, contradicting 
the same fact. Thus O,(H) # 1 is impossible; so O,(H) = 1 and M= 
S x 1 = S. Also, TE H/M. 
LEMMA 16. S considered as an irreducible F, TP-module is induced from 
an irreducible Fs T-module S, of degree 1. 
Proof S is an irreducible Fs TP-module by Lemma 2(c). It was shown, 
in the proof that (C,(P)/ = ISIvp, that H/M is faithful on S; hence T is 
faithful on S, and so is TP. We apply Clifford’s theorem to the faithful, 
irreducible F,TP-module S considered as an F,T-module. If S is a 
homogeneous F,T-module, then T is cyclic [4, 3.2.31. In this case, T = (w), 
of order t. Choose y # 1, y E C,(P). Then y~“~“” ... y”‘-‘= 1 since T acts 
fixed-point-freely on S [4, 10.11]. (Note C,(T) is TP-invariant and cannot 
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equal S’ since ST is not nilpotent,) But for 1 < i < f, wi E H and wi 4: M; so 
c,(Py’ < [S, P] as shown above. Thus y-’ =y”‘y”’ ..q y”’ ‘E [S, P] n 
C,(P) = 1, contradicting y # 1. Thus S cannot be a homogeneous FS T- 
module, Since T is a maximal subgroup of TP, the stabilizer of a 
Wedderburn component of S with respect to T must be T itself, since the 
nonhomogeneit~ of S as an F, T-module precludes the possibility that this 
stabilizer co&d be TP. Hence S is induced from an irreducible Fs T-mod&e, 
which we denote S,. Since / S ] = sp and / TP: T] = p, necessariiy ]S, j = s; 
i.e., S, is of degree 1 over F,. 
Note that T acts fixed-point-freely on S; so T acts nontrivially on S,. 
Since S, is of degree 1 over F,, necessarily T acts as scalars on S,. Hence t, 
the exponent of T, must divide s - 1, the order of the multipIic~tive group, 
F,“, of nonzero elements of F,. 
Proof of Theorem B. Use additive notation for the F$TP-module S; so 
s = 5, @ s; @ * * - 0 sf-‘, where P = (2). Then C,(P) = {s + S’ i- * *. + 
sLP-‘] sE S, 1. Let K be the character of the representation of TP on S over F,. 
Suppose w f T, u’ f 1, Then w acts as scalars on St> 0 < i <p+ Denote by & 
the scalar by which w acts on ,$, so if si E Si: then sr = &s,. Thus x(w) = 
&)+a, +-*+ap-l. 
Consider a nontrivial element x of Cs(P); x= so + s5 + 1.1 f sg’-’ for 
some nontrivial s0 in S,. Then X” = so” + (~‘0)” + a.+ + (sg’.-‘)” = &s, + 
2, s$ -k a.* + &, s;‘-‘. Note that --so + si’ E [S, P], 0 < i < p. Thus 
--&.s, -t- A,.$ E [S, P], 0 < i < p; so CYi (-Lis, + Aisf) E [S, P]. Hence 
--(Cpz:J Ai) s,, + Cf:J A,$ E [S, P]; i.e., -x(w) s0 + xw E ]S, P]. Now it was 
proved above that C,(P)W < [S, P] for w f H such that w 6! M. Since w E T 
and wz 1, then X” E [S, P], Therefore, --x(w) s,, E ]S, P]. Suppose 
s, E [S, P]. Since -sO $ sii E [S, P], then sii E [S, P], 1 ,< i < p. Thus x = 
s,+sgi+-**. +s;++’ E [S, Pf f! C,(P) = 0, a contradiction. Hence s, & IS, P] 
and -x(w) so E [S, P], implying &IQ) = 0 in i;,. Thus ~ftv) = 0 for every 
nontrivia element w of T, while x(I) =p mod s, since degx =p. Let w =x 
restricted to T. 
Consider the trivial character B of 7’ over F,. Then Cwer e(w) @IV-‘) = 
@( 1) w( 1) = p mod s # 0. But then 8 is a constituent of t,u [ 1, (3 1.8)], But this 
implies that C,(T) # 0, a contradiction. Thus Theorems B and A are 
established. 
thROLLARY. suppose G is a anise s~~~abie group and D is a group of 
order 2p, where p is a prime not dividing ] G I. If D acts fixed-point-freely on 
G, thett f(G) & 2. 
ProojI Let P be the normal subgroup of D of order p and Z be a 
complement to P in D, of order 2. Then Z acts axed-point-freely on C,(P), 
impfying that C,(P) is abelian. Since ~$1 Gl,f[G) < 2 by Theorem A. 
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Note that it is not necessary in this Corollary to assume that 2,j’/G\; i.e., 
D is not necessarily a relatively prime operator group on G. 
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